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ACM PARTS LAUNCHES BIGGER PREMISES IN NSW
“We needed a much bigger footprint to be able to
handle the volume of quality-checked recycled
parts, ACM Certified Parts and OEM parts required
by today’s industry.”

Australian automotive parts supplier ACM Parts has
taken the next step in its expansion plans by moving
its NSW operations to a huge warehouse complex
at Smeaton Grange.
The new site will have more than triple the storage
capacity of the previous facility in Huntingwood.

We are pleased to announce that Dean Hickey
from Dean's Tyres, Brakes and Mechanical Repairs
is the winner of our Smeaton Grange Trade Day
door prize. Dean wins two VIP tickets to State of
Origin game 2.
A big thank you to everyone else who attend our
first ever Trade Day at our new Facility in Smeaton
Grange. We'll see you all at the next one.

ACM Parts CEO Mike Kirkman said the move was
an important milestone for the NSW business,
which has increased the size of its workforce by
50% in the past 12 months.
“This move signals a new phase in ACM Parts’
development in NSW, as well as nationally,” Mr
Kirkman said.
“The warehouse capacity at Smeaton Grange
means we can deliver on our promise to be a faster,
more cost effective and more comprehensive
supplier to Australia’s collision and repair industry.

Customers can look forward to faster deliveries and
a surge in stock levels as the new facility reaches
capacity.

We stock all makes and models. See inside for more!

www.acmparts.com.au
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ACM PARTS LAUNCHES BIGGER PREMISES IN NSW
Double the size of the Huntingwood warehouse at
10,000 square metres, the complex also boasts triple
the storage capacity, which will take ACM Parts
inventory from 35,000 to 150,000 parts.
The move to Smeaton Grange complements ACM
Parts’ investment in new route optimisation technology
to cut down on delivery times, and the expansion of its
delivery fleet to 23 vehicles.

As well as faster delivery times, customers can expect
ready access to a larger variety and quantity of
recycled parts, with the number of cars pulled apart
each week also expected to double to 100 after the
move. The launch event attracted scores of local
repairers and assessors and featured a presentation
from international guest Bob Frayer, Director of
Automotive and Aftermarket Certification Program for
NSF International, which certified ACM Certified Parts.

GUARANTEED QUALITY, SAFETY AND INTEGRITY.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: The ACM PartsTM warranty is in addition to the rights and remedies conferred on consumers by the Australian Consumer Law. The warranty does not affect those rights or remedies, except to the
extent their application may lawfully be excluded. Individual parts listed are subject to stock availability. No further offers or discounts apply. (Valid only for Capricorn members only) *These Parts are imported by ACM Parts Pty Ltd and
ACM Parts does not have any association with any of the Brand Owners. **Calculated off the OEM list price. Both OEM list price and ACM prices are subject to change. While stocks last. ACM Parts Pty Ltd ACN 165 321 979.
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ACM PARTS AND CHISHOLM INSTITUTE PARTNERSHIP
“ACM Parts is dedicated to making sure the best
people enter the automotive industry and that starts
with the provision of high quality education,” Mr
Kirkman said.
“Investing in students by making sure they have
access to the best possible parts, equipment and
knowledge means we are investing in the future of
the automotive industry.

ACM Parts will donate cars and auto parts worth
$40,000 to support TAFE students as part of an
exciting new partnership with the Chisholm
Institute.
The contribution of car bodies and parts for
mechanical and collision repair will be used to help
train and develop apprentices at Chisholm, which
offers students a selection of 14 different
automotive courses.
As part of the partnership, ACM Parts and
Chisholm students will fully restore a car, which will
be auctioned for charity at the end of the project.
ACM Parts CEO Mike Kirkman said he was
passionate about supporting students keen on a
career in the automotive industry.
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“We are absolutely thrilled to be working with
Chisholm to support the next generation of
automotive experts.”
ACM Parts said the partnership was part of a
broader national plan to build strong ties with TAFE
providers and the broader industry.
“As a relatively new Australian business with plans
to expand, we want to foster the development of a
highly skilled workforce,” said Mr Kirkman.

“We pride ourselves on being the leaders in our
field and we want to help the students at Chisholm
be the same.”

www.acmparts.com.au
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ACM PARTS AND CHISHOLM INSTITUTE PARTNERSHIP
Chisholm’s executive director for engineering,
technology and trades, Andrew Kong, said there
was an “indisputable” link between providing quality
education, including access to leading industry
partners, and positive student experiences.

“We value the skills of workers who have spent part
of their career building cars and we want to make a
place for them in our business.”

“This partnership is unique in that it not only
contributes to quality education and training
outcomes for students and apprentices entering
the job market for the first time, but will also support
retrenched workers from areas of the automotive
and component manufacturing sector who are
seeking to transition into new employment
opportunities,” Mr Kong said.
“We are very excited about what this partnership
will bring to the local community.”
Mr Kirkman said he was also excited about what
the partnership would mean for local workers.
“ACM Parts is committed to working closely with
Chisholm in identifying people for possible
employment as part of the regional automotive
workforce transition program, to see those
retrenched workers retrained and returned to
work,” Mr Kirkman said.
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